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Not just another desk. 

Businesses come in all shapes and sizes. Bivi’s modern style 

and simple modularity adapts to any organization, adjusting 

to the many ways people work and collaborate. Bivi® desks, 

seating and accessories help you create a workplace that’s all 

about who you are today and what you’ll become tomorrow. 



half round size, 
full circle moment

The Bivi Half Round brings additional 
real estate to your tabletop by making 
room for two more—perfect for casual 
drop-ins or formal conferences.

space to work
& room to grow
Named after quickly-constructed camping bivouacs, Bivi’s modular design makes it 

easy to assemble and effortless to rearrange. Able to accommodate small teams or

large organizations, Bivi grows with you, delivering modern styling with the assurance 

of Steelcase’s limited lifetime warranty. 
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work: defined and designed

If your team wants a place to call their 
own, they’ll love Bivi with Bigger Depot 
and Floating Side Storage. Adding 
Steelcase Universal storage organizes 
personal belongings and work-related 
items, keeping surfaces tidy.

are you ready to rumble?

The Bivi Rumble Seat integrates 
seamlessly, offering a lounge posture 
alternative for impromptu meetings. 
Bivi Bike Hook injects culture into your 
space, blurring the lines between work 
and home.
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shelter me

Bivi Canopies bring down ceiling 
height and define workspaces for 
instant warmth and appeal.

color code

Bivi partners perfectly with Campfire™ 
Slim Table, offering additional room to 
stay organized. Bivi Trunk holds colorful 
banker boxes for an element of fun and 
functionality. 
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power up
Keep your workplace neat and tidy with Bivi. Power troughs eliminate hazards by routing 

cords away from surfaces, keeping them out of sight and out of mind so you can focus on the 

task at hand.

Data: can be routed in 
the upper or lower sections 
of the Bivi Trough.

Power: modular power 
kits are available in two 
versions: plug & play 
and hardwired

plug in
You can’t afford to have productivity sidelined while you search for electrical outlets. Bivi 

keeps your options close at hand so you can plug in and power up with ease.

Plug & Play plugs directly into 
a building 15-amp outlet or a 
hardwired version that is installed 
by a licensed electrician.

Table to table connectors are 
used to branch modular hardwired 
power to adjacent tables.

Receptacles can be easily 
accessed in the bottom or sides 
of the Bivi Trough.

Power Strips have the first and 
last receptacle rotated out to 
accommodate larger power units.

Power strips have four simplex 
plugs, the fourth position can have 
either open data ports or USB ports 
optioned in place of the receptacle.
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Components

Table Top Table Top 
with Back Pocket

Leg Cable Trough Pocket Cover

Tables All 60” versions available with back pocket.

Table for One Table Plus One Table for Two Table Plus Two Half-Round Table Top

Storage Hoodie & Rumble Seat

Trunk Depot Rumble Seat with or 
without exposed bracket

Hoodie

Arch & Arch Accessories

Arch Side Storage Monitor Mount Bike Hook Markerboards Canopy Board Rack Holder Planter

Other Accessories

Table Shelf Bottom Shelf Hook Screen Organizer

Eyesite Monitor Attachments

Power

Plug and Play Power Kit 
Package of One

Hardwired Base 
Power-In

Hardwired Base 
Power-In, San Francisco

Accessory Powerways Chicago Accessory 
Powerways

Table-to-Table 
Power Connector

Eyesite Dual
Display Support

Bivi Bracket

Trough End Plate

Eyesite Single
Display Support

Eyesite Single
Laptop Support

Leg Cover

Eyesite Dual
Laptop Support

Trough Cover Plate

statement of line
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Virginia Walnut 
25L5

Blackwood 
25L6

Clear Walnut 
25L8

Warm Oak 
25L9

Arctic White 
2L30

Arctic White 
7241

Platinum Metallic
4799

Midnight Metallic
7246

Tangerine 
5S17

Scarlet 
5S18

Concord 
5S19

Maya Blue 
5S20

Blue Jay 
5S21

Wasabi 
5S23

Nickel 
5S24

Graphite 
5S25

Licorice 
5S26

Root Beer 
5S28

Canary 
5S15

Turmeric 
5S16

Coconut 
5S15

laminate

paint

cogent: connect
* more colors available

surface material
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Call 800.333.9939 or visit myturnstone.com
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